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Step by Step

C

3 photo frames
Difficulty : ★★
Time :
30 minutes
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What you need :
■ 1 x Airplac®PREMIER foamboard 50x70cm, 5mm
or 1 x Airplac®CREATIVE funboard.
With 1 panel you can make the 3 frames shown.
■ Double-sided Sellotape, double-sided Velcro. Cutter.

Clean cut
Kiss-Cut

Kiss-cut :

Firstly you will make the base for Frame A.
20cm

20cm

20cm
50cm

Fold the strip
along the kiss-cuts.

Cut through the
surface layer and foam
but stop just before
cutting through the
underneath surface layer.
Then fold the panel along
the cut-out hinge.

20cm
8cm
2cm

Cut a strip 20cm wide
and 50cm long out
of the panel.
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On the strip,
indent the panel
with 3 kiss-cuts as shown
in the illustration.

Place a small
piece of
double- sided
Fold back the rear
Sellotape on
support as shown
the outside
and stick to the
of the 2cm fold.
Sellotape to
complete the frame
base.

Now we will cut out the frame itself.
Draw and then cut out a square in the centre.
25cm

See the picture :

25cm
4cm

Width of frame
4 cm

Keep the inside
to make Frame C.

Keep the centre of the panel
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Cut out small narrow sections
of Velcro that are not wider
than the frame. Stick them
onto the base.
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Stick the base carefully in the centre of the frame.

Do exactly the same
for frame B.
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Use the centres of Frames A and B to make the smaller Frame C.
Repeat each step from Frame A, in the smaller size for Frame C

Make the base of Frame C
from the cut-out centre.
Use the rest of the panel
to make the frame.
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Decorate the frames with Washi tape or decoupage paper or paint your own designs

■ Go to ■
www.airplac.com
Téléchargez les gabarits
to find more
sur www.airplac.com/Pas
creative ideas.
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Now you just have
to cut out your photos
and stick them in the
frame.

